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MAC H 0 
T (w/o)o much macho 
Faces that inspire rugged unity and strength 
(monolithic union) 
Yet sharing th~ common tenderness of a 
gentle caress 
In conjunction with the exhil~ration 
inherent within the sharp, painful blow 
And the bittersweet joy of a single tear come 
their reunion; 
T (w/o)o mucho macho 
Faces that jointly explore mutually 
exclusive loneliness sans worry 
Enjoying the heady aroma and sensually 
charismatic odor of sweaty arm ­
pits which reek with the strength 
that towers; 
T (w/o)o mucho macho 
Faces expressing love via the brave swagger 

and Marlboro man stance --­
the jeering gait of pseudo-masculinity 

Finally eclipse the moon of type and break 

into each others armS: 

l T (w/o)o mucho macho 
The baby lunberjack?, now docile, compassionately 
caresses his black kniuht 
Who fiercely dominates him with the love of 
one about to lose 
And there comes to my eyes as I watch 
this ranso~ within men's souls 
One drop, more precious than any 
Saviour's blood or Mother's pr iceless tear 
Because: 
these 
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MAC H 0 (Continued) 
T (w/o)o much macho 
Faces have finally touched each others he 
And therein found happiness the 
momentary consolation of a suppressec 
love ... 
Because: 
their 
Eyes reflect the fleeting 
moment, sure 1:00 rapidly to race 
away leaving them forever 
A LON E 
Because: 
for 
This moment they are their own 
party perfectly complimenting 
E A C H 
and giving no quarter to 
OTHER~ 
I Roge 
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MAC H 0 (Continued ) 
T (w/ o)o much macho 
Faces have fillally touched each others heart 
And therein 'ound happiness the 
momentary consolation of a suppressed 
love . 
Because: 

their 

Eye s reflect the f l~eting 
moment, sure too rapidly to race 
away leaving them forever 
A LON E 
Because: 

fo r 

This moment they are their own 
party perfectly complimenting 
E A C H 
and giving no quarter to 
OTHER! 
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